MONROE COUNTY DRAINAGE BOARD
DECEMBER 10, 2018 AT 3:00 PM
THE MEETING WILL BE HELD IN THE
NORTH SHOWER’S BUILDING, 501 N MORTON ST,
ROOM 100B

AGENDA
I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES FOR AUGUST 1, 2018*+
& DISCUSSION NOTES FOR NOVEMBER 7, 2018+

III.

OLD BUSINESS
a.
Approval of 2019 Drainage Board Meeting Schedule*+
b.

David & Teresa Clark, 1231 E Zinnia Drive, Lakewood Hills
Subdivision – Request to place fence within rear drainage
easement*+

IV.

NEW BUSINESS
a.
Wininger Construction, 3742 W Denise Drive, Lot 85, Highland
Park Estates – Request to place fence within the
conservation/drainage easement*+

V.

PUBLIC INPUT

VI.

ADJOURNMENT
*Approval needed
+Documents attached

Date of next meeting: January 2, 2019
Anyone who requires an auxiliary aid or service for effective communication, or a modification of policies
or procedures to participate in a program, service, or activity of Monroe County, should contact Monroe
County Title VI Coordinator Angie Purdie, (812)349-2550, apurdie@co.monroe.in.us, as soon as possible
but no later than forty-eight (48) hours before the scheduled event.
Individuals requiring special language services should, if possible, contact the Monroe County
Government Title VI Coordinator at least seventy-two (72) hours prior to the date on which the services
will be needed.
The meeting is open to the public.
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DRAINAGE BOARD
REGULAR MEETING MINUTES
AUGUST 1, 2018, 9:00 A.M.
SHOWERS NORTH ROOM 106

MEMBERS PRESENT: Robert Autio, James Faber, William Riggert, Lisa Ridge and Trohn EnrightRandolph (ex officio)
MEMBERS ABSENT: None
STAFF: Donna Barbrick (Secretary), Terry Quillman (MS4 Operator), Dana Wilkinson (MS4 Assistant),
Jordan Yanke (Planning)
OTHERS: Daniel Butler (Bynum Fanyo), Brian Hearne (Hearne Custom Homes)
CALL TO ORDER: Called to order at 9:02 a.m. by Robert Autio.
APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
William Riggert motioned approval. James Faber seconded. VOTE: AYE (unanimous). Minutes
approved.

NEW BUSINESS
d. 2999 E. Kylie Ct – Emerald Trace Subdivision -- Request for Easement Variance
Terry Quillman ask DB members to look in their packets. He said Mr. Hearne called last week. He said
Hearne is building a home on Lot 16 and has started setting a fence in the backyard and it was pointed out
that the fence would sit on a drainage easement. He said he has contacted me about seeking a variance for
having the fence there completing it. He said it says that you can’t put the fence on the easement; from
my perspective if we get something in the meeting minutes and he recognizes that if anything needs to be
done back there he’ll be responsible to pull the fence. He said I look at it, if he’s willing to do that I would
support it but it is the board’s decision.
Ridge asked about it being a Planning issue. Quillman said actually Planning brought it to me. Ridge said
so they are looking for a suggestion but it does go to Plan Commission. Quillman said yes, I think so.
Trohn said this is in the exact same subdivision that wanted to do an encroachment on a drainage
easement. He said I was out there yesterday and did a site visit.
There was a discussion of the site and where the drainage easements, swales and inlets were located.
Brian Hearne said the buyer requested a privacy fence in the backyard. He said they stayed off of the
property corner by about twenty feet. He said it’s twenty feet at the corner and then as we come across it
ends up being about twelve feet but about halfway into the yard we are into the easement.
Riggert said looking at the topography I don’t see a real problem with it but would the homeowners
realize this? Hearne said we closed on the house yesterday and I had a conversation with them and I told
the buyers yesterday that I’m going to this meeting and what I’m going to agree to is that we’d tear the
fence down if there is ever a problem and he said OK. Riggert asked how to do we have a mechanism or
agreement when we need to get back there. Ridge said it would have to be recorded; it would have to go

through Plan Commission. She said you could ask the Plan Commission to put it in their requirements to
have it as a recorded agreement.
Faber said it looks like the easement is right on the right side of lot 14. There was a further discussion of
easements on the lots and the possibility of moving the fence further south of the property line. Hearne
said that’s where our septic field is and we wanted to leave room around the perimeter drains.
Autio and Ridge came up with a motion to support the waiver on the basis that there is a
requirement for a recorded agreement for the Plan Commission to consider.
Autio asked if there was a motion. Riggert said so moved. Faber seconded the motion. Vote: AYE
(unanimous). Motion carried.

b. Highlands Parcel E
Daniel Butler (Bynum Fanyo) was present to represent the project. Quillman said this is a new condo
project going in to the north of the existing Highlands. He said this area was previously a limestone
quarry and you can still see some signs of the quarry off to the west of the site. He said what you see
onsite, a lot has been filled over with some dirt and there is a lot of vegetation masking the disturbance
there. He said Jason and I talked a lot about the risk of building over this and the developer got a pretty
involved geotech report and made recommendations for dealing with, excavating, compacting, creating
pads. He said they developed a drainage plan. He said I have been working with Daniel on the last few
days. He said I have a list of conditions and gave him that list yesterday so he’s not yet had an
opportunity to address them but he says he feels that he can. He said I would say as long as he addresses
them I am pretty comfortable with it. He said the major things that stand out to me are that the site drains
primarily from north to south. He said there is an outfall point in the back and another outfall along
another corner. He said the outfall on the west is a 15-inch pipe. He said my concerns are, as that water
comes down, if the detention basins are stopped up for any reason would that cause or promote any
flooding offsite or along the units on their site on the south edge. He pointed out the detention areas on
the site plan. He said I’ve asked him about emergency overflows. He said I have concerns about if these
two inlets in the low point clog in a 100-year storm and I’ve asked him to demonstrate that that is clear.
He said I’ve asked for additional calculations on the public street, Wickens.
Butler said we’ll provide additional gutter encroachment calculations on Wickens. Quillman said I am
looking at Wickens a little more closely; the road inside is private. He said everything else seems to be
good. He said I have asked for few details on detention basin outlets; other than that, I am not sure what
else I can add.
Butler said real quickly, I can give some reiterations of things that Terry was talking about. He said for
those of you who don’t know me, I am Daniel Butler with Bynum Fanyo, a civil engineer on this project.
He talked about the existing drainage and how some of it may be going to underground sources because it
used to be a quarry so all of that was dug out at one time. He said so we will knock that all out; we want
to make sure there is no flooding south of the site. He said offsite it is coming through a swale and it will
be captured before it goes into the south already existing lots. He said there are existing drainage
easements on the lots to the south so that those emergency overflows, if that ever was to occur, does have
an easement. He said but we don’t anticipate that happening, only if everything plugs up and then there is
a 100-year storm. He said then everything from the road will go into another pond here, capturing it
before it goes into an existing roundabout in the Highlands. He said everything from a 100-year event, we

don’t anticipate going into any yards, unless something gets plugged up and there is an emergency
situation.
Quillman said I can run through my list again; these are all pretty much details on the outlet control
structure and design. He said the main thing that I think we need in the minutes is their geotech report had
some strong recommendations in there and I think we ought to make any approval subject to them
agreeing to the conditions suggested in the Alt & Witzig geotech report; I think that is key to this site.
Autio said the geotech recommendations of removing blocks that you run into … what were some of
those. Quillman said some of them were removal, excavating and backfilling, and if they couldn’t do that
and they were finding voids, they had some solutions where they were building caps over them like you
would see in capping a sinkhole where they pile up limestone waste. He said we have experienced issues
in the existing Highlands where some roads are now they are starting to settle and we had to go out and
patch pavement a couple of times. He said there have been issues with home footings with differential
settling. He said there are all kinds of problems that could come up. He said my recommendation would
be that Alt & Witzig be onsite all the time and monitoring the work and making further recommendations
as it develops.
Butler said I will add to that when the Highlands was built, Alt & Witzig was brought in after the fact. He
said actually I do own a home in the Highlands and when I was building the first time, we ran into a
major issue where they started building footers for the house and they ran into huge limestone blocks that
they could not build on. He said they had to dig out everything all the way down to the bedrock, fill it in
with compacted clay and structural backfill. He said some of the road failures that are back there are not
major but enough that the county had to go in after the fact and fix those. He said this is a project after all
that had happened and is to the north of it, but knowing that there may be similar issues on the front end
will help the contractor to know what needs to happen rather than being surprised by it.
Faber asked how much of the Highlands area is old quarry area. Butler said I don’t know the answer to
that but I know that there is area on the north side that has rock rubble mixed in with organic material. He
said if you drive back there on Glasgow Circle, you will see huge piles of rubble or rejected limestone
pieces.
Autio asked about the discharge off the new development. Quillman said that is my biggest concern and
they are providing more detention than the ordinance requires. Quillman said I told him that I want the
discharge to be able to be handled by the existing 16-inch pipe and he has demonstrated that. He said
there is still the issue, what happens if our storm system clogs. He pointed out an easement for emergency
overflow and talked about how the stormwater would be handled.
Faber asked about rain water seeping into the soil. Butler said I believe it does now, but with some caps
and things that we are doing, we are taking that into account so that we don’t have large amounts of
offsite flow. He said we are also taking into account the parcel to the west; we are assuming that a lot of
that water is going into the new extension of Wickens but that may not be the case in the future so we are
taking that into account. He said it could be built up and have its own drainage infrastructure there to the
west.
Riggert asked about Alt & Witzig recommendations for the detention basins themselves as far as soil.
Butler said they did not; my understanding is that there is a county recommendation that we want
infiltration into those detention facilities so we kept with that. He said underneath them, which would
have to be paid attention to as well. Quillman commented I’d like to see a response from Alt & Witzig
with respect to the three basins and how the subgrade should be done there.

Autio asked what you are looking for from DB. Quillman said they are looking for approval so that they
can go back to Plan Commission. He said I would suggest recommending approval with these conditions
and the biggest thing for me is to keep Alt & Witzig very active in this.
Trohn said in the recommendations make sure that we mention that to the Plan Commission.
Riggert asked about the basins providing stormwater treatment. Quillman said yes.
Riggert said so we would recommend approval subject to the acceptance of the conditions. Ridge added,
and then you (Quillman) will get a copy of this for Donna (for the minutes).
Autio said so looking for a motion to approve the drainage design based on Terry Quillman’s
recommendations and acceptance of any further design details. Bill Riggert put forth a motion to
approve the drainage design for Highlands Parcel E based on Terry Quillman’s recommendations
and subject to the engineers resolving these review comments.
Lisa Ridge said so moved. Riggert seconded the motion. VOTE: AYE (unanimous). Motion carried.

a. Discussion of Upcoming Drainage Board Vacancy
Ridge said when there is a board opening they announce it at a Commissioner’s meeting and then if there
is any interest usually someone writes a letter to the Commissioners asking to be appointed and then
they’ll ask the board if they have any issues with it and then if they don’t they’ll go ahead and make the
appointment. Quillman said so it’s not really on us to come up with a short list. Ridge said no. She said
this speeds up the process because if they get someone who’s interested then they’ll ask you and then if
it’s okay they will make the appointments. She said they will bring it up at the end of their meetings under
an item that says “Appointments.” She said people hear about it from word-of-mouth and getting
someone interested who is in that field. Quillman asked if it was appropriate to talk to people on his list.
Ridge said yes. She said this way you don’t wait on the Commissioners to look for someone; it’s up to us
to find someone who is qualified to contact them.
There was a discussion of how various DB members found out about an opening on the board and about
some of the prospects on the list. Quillman said if anyone had any ideas to let him know. Trohn said I
thought it was a great list; it’d be hard to narrow it down, too. Quillman said he could let people know
about it and if they are interested, to contact the Commissioners.
There was a discussion of a former board member, Jack Wittman, who is now working in water quality
and a water summit coming up in Indianapolis where Wittman will be speaking about measuring,
managing and monitoring our water resources.

c. Stormwater Advisory Council Inquiries
Dana Wilkinson said she has found some materials regarding the Stormwater Advisory Council, which
was formed regarding the stormwater fee to get their opinion on the stormwater fee. She said of all of the
little boards and applications that I have found, they have all expired by now. She said SWMB would
have been the entity establishing this group had no memory of it. She said my intern and I are working on
the fee this year with a lot of QA and QC and running into things where we think there could possibly be
an ordinance update in the future. She said nothing major but I am trying to go around to people trying to
get opinions or memories. She said there was a credits/incentives manual for commercial sites but it was

never formally approved. She said I thought it was important as we do our drainage ordinance update, I
would like to be able to reference that manual. She would like to know if anyone had any information.
Faber said it was set up to decide what we needed to look at to determine the amount that you had to pay.
He said I think it ended up ok. He said I am concerned always about the spending in stormwater. He
talked about concerns with how stormwater money is being spent. Wilkinson said we can save budget
discussion for SWMB but I was just curious about the advisory council. Faber said I don’t think there is
any reason to open that thing; I think they did their duty about getting the fee set up. He said I doubt that
the credits/incentives manual was ever finalized.
Trohn said so you’re wondering if we do change the fee do we need that same group or call upon another
group. Wilkinson asked or does SWMB just want staff to discuss it with major stakeholders and Dave
Schilling. Trohn said I went to one meeting when the consultants were there and they were talking about
the fees. He said I think an advisory group could be helpful if you are really looking at adjusting it.
Wilkinson said we are not going to adjust or increase. She said it’s more like focus groups. She said, for
instance quarries: they were never formally addressed in the ordinance and a lot of them were poorly
mapped. She said now as we fix those they are about to receive a very different bill. She said I know this
isn’t a group for fees but I knew that Jim Faber and others had overlap with this initial group. Quillman
asked if Dana had any specific questions about that committee or agreement. Wilkinson said SWMB
wanted to know if there was any ordinance about the group. She said I don’t think so; I think it was a
stakeholder group that was put together. She said I would like to get the incentives manual finalized.
Donna Barbrick said if you ever run into Kevin Dogan I bet he could help you. Dana said that’s a good
idea. She thanked DB for listening.
PUBLIC INPUT
Autio said Terry was asking questions about stream stack. He said I was just going to relay what I have
learned with my expert, the wife. He said I don’t know if we all need to discuss it but we can go over it.
Their discussion continued after adjournment.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 10:00 a.m.

Approved:
Signed:

Attest:

________________________________

_______________________________

Robert Autio, President

Donna Barbrick, Secretary

DRAINAGE BOARD
DISCUSSION NOTES (NO QUORUM)
NOVEMBER 7, 2018, 9:00 A.M.
SHOWERS NORTH ROOM 106

MEMBERS PRESENT: James Faber, William Riggert, Trohn Enright-Randolph (ex officio) (arrived
9:20 a.m.).
MEMBERS ABSENT: Robert Autio, Lisa Ridge
STAFF: Donna Barbrick (Secretary), Terry Quillman (MS4 Operator), Dana Wilkinson (MS4 Assistant),
OTHERS: David Clark (property owner)
NO QUORUM: After a brief discussion of whether Ben Ayers could serve as a proxy for Lisa Ridge,
David Schilling was reached on the phone and said that the commissioners would have to approve.
Therefore there was no quorum, however it was decided that there could be discussion without a vote on
two agenda items.
David and Teresa Clark, 1231 E. Zinnia Drive, Lakewood Hills Subdivision – Request to place
fence within rear drainage easement.
Terry Quillman passed out photocopies of a portion of drainage ordinance 761:16 page 26, concerning
easements. He read the pertinent paragraphs, including one that states potential obstructions (such as
fences or mini-barns) may be approved by the board on a case-by-case basis. David Clark passed out
pictures of the backyard where they would like to build a fence. He said it would be a vinyl fence 3”-4”
inches off the ground. Dana Wilkinson displayed some aerial photos of the area when it was under
construction and a swale could be clearly seen. Clark said the idea behind it is that they are putting a pool
in and we have applied for a variance for that.
There was a discussion of existing fences on the adjoining properties. Bill Riggert asked about utility
easements. Clark said all the utilities easements were in the front yard. Quillman said he’d like to make
sure the utilities are located.
There was a discussion of setbacks. Quillman noted that the lot was approximately .42 acres. Riggert and
Faber said that they did not foresee a problem with approving the request. Riggert said it’s not a defined
swale. Clark said there are no drainage problems at the house now.
The Lakes Neighborhood – Discussion regarding construction sequencing of proposed ponds and
future phases
Quillman talked about modifications to the plans for the Lakes Neighborhood for Phase I. He said the
developers are requesting to add some additional ground at the west corner to the PUD, to add a series of
structures on top of the old dam, to add another unit along the south property line and to add stone and a
courtyard unit. Quillman said they have struggled through the summer because it took a while for the soil
to dry after breaking the dam. He said they are reconstructing the channel.
He said in this exhibit you see the ponds going in in Phase III. He said this implies that Phase II will be
built first. He said I would like to see them build the ponds now so that the drainage of the new
construction will route through them as part of the overall storm facility. He said they are also modifying
a little pond that is in Phase II that will reduce the capacity of it and as this goes in the PUD I am asking

for DB feelings on whether telling them to put the ponds in before additional construction is
unreasonable.
Riggert said if they are increasing runoff from existing conditions and they don’t have the necessary
detention, then they should put detention in. He said did they put any stormwater improvements in with
Phase I. Wilkinson talked about where the bioretention and ponds were built. Riggert said so they are not
necessarily for quantity. Quillman summarized the drainage plan and said their overall release rate was
less.
Riggert noted our mission is to provide protection for downstream. Quillman said when they went to
DNR to amend it, they gave them details for the channel restoration and ponds; I would like to see that
continue. He said I am of the feeling that I am going to hold my ground and say build it before I approve
anything else.
Riggert asked if it was seeded. Wilkinson said yes, it’s vegetated. She said there is still a lot of grading to
do. Quillman talked about a berm that would be built.
Trohn asked about Phase I stormwater infrastructure. Wilkinson said they did address that. She said the
ponds, the creek are additional amenities; they do serve some stormwater control but I think it’s more that
we are worried that they will build-build-build and then step away and then those ponds won’t be done in
the way that they were approved to be done. She said most of Phase I is done. Trohn said to Quillman I
support you holding fast. Riggert said sounds like you are getting a hint of changing (the plan). Quillman
said we have asked for calculations to support these minor changes.
Faber had a question about Phase III area. There was a discussion about which areas have been built.
There was a discussion about someone characterizing the ponds as landscaping features versus
stormwater facilities.
Faber asked about what’s going on downstream. Quillman said my guess is that the one pond is managing
the requirements for the ordinance for the most of it, that and the bioretention areas that Dana pointed out.
After the discussion on the Lakes Neighborhood, there was a discussion about a site that Mr. Riggert is
working on that is next to the old Otis Elevator plant.

These notes submitted by Donna Barbrick, Secretary to Drainage Board, 11/9/2018

2019 Meeting Schedule
for the

Monroe County Drainage Board

Location: Conference Room 106A, North Showers Building, 501 N Morton St.
Time: 9:00 AM
Monthly Meeting Dates:
January 2, 2019
February 6, 2019
March 6, 2019
April 3, 2019
May 1, 2019
June 5, 2019
July 3, 2019
August 7, 2019
September 4, 2019
October 2, 2019
November 6, 2019
December 4, 2019
If there is a change in the date, time or location, we will issue a notice for the
changes. If you have any questions or concerns with the above dates, please
contact Terry Quillman at 349-2499

Proposed Fence

1231 E Zinnia Dr

